
TRIO IVOIRE - technical rider

HANS LÜDEMANN, 
piano, keyboard & sampler (Apple Computer/MOTU 828)
ALY KEITA,  Balaphon (= Marimbaphon), Sanza
CHANDER SARDJOE, drums/percussion/electronics

to be supplied by promoter:

-  Grand Piano: Steinway Modell D or B  in perfect condition.

>>-  Tuning of piano 2 hours before concert.  Pitch: 441 Hertz !!!

-  Masterkeyboard YAMAHA P 80 /P90 
   (88 keys, graded Hammer mechanic, MIDI, sustain pedal)

-  piano bench with adjustable height

-  small table to be placed behind piano (ca. H 80 - W 50 - D 50 cm)

-   drum set bass dr 18‘‘ or 20‘‘, tom 12‘‘, 14‘‘ floor tom, snare drum 14‘‘,  
    - all with white coated ambassador drum heads, 
    3 cymbal stands, bass drum pedal, drum stool,  hihat stand   

-   PA system for amplification, minimum 16 channel, 3 seperate monitor ways  
    size according to room size 
    > specificiations on page 2 

-  3 monitors
-  stage lights
-  technicians for sound/llight and stage hands

own backline supplied by Trio Ivoire:

HANS LÜDEMANN
- keyboard Oxygen & MOTU 828 

ALY KEITA
- Balaphon , Sanza

CHANDER SARDJOE
- Cymbals, small percussion
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MIcrophones:
- piano: amplification with 2 condenser Mikes (like Neumann KM 140 or KM 185)
- keyboard: 2 line outs/MOTU 828 (stereo) direct through 2 DI boxes

- Balaphon: 2 condenser mikes 

- Sanza: built-in pickup

- drums: 2 overhead mikes schoeps 
1 snare mike SM 57a
1 bass dr mike D12

- 2 dynamic mikes for announcement 

TRIO IVOIRE 
Mixing console channels

1 piano L
2 piano R
3 sampler/MOTU L
4   sampler/MOTU R
5 Balaphon L
6 Balaphon R
7 bass dr
8 snare dr
9 overhead dr
10 overhead dr
11 dr/electronics (optional)
12 vocals
13 Sanza
14 announcement



TRIO IVOIRE - hospitality rider

HANS LÜDEMANN, piano, keyboard&sampler
ALY KEITA,  Balaphon (= Marimbaphon)
CHANDER SARDJOE, drums/percussion

Backstage: at least one, preferably  3 personal backstage rooms (lockable)
with couch/bed, shower, WC 

Catering:  3 persons
warm meals - both vegetarian and non-vegetarian food okay

coffee and black tea with fresh milk and sugar
dry red wine (good quality like „reserva“)
dry white wine 
bottle of whiskey single malt 
fruit juice (orange, apple)
mineral water without gas

fruits
salads & bread
sweets


